Violence behind doors

Spartans win at buzzer

The story of a woman married to a man

Mike Wasserburger hit a controversial 3 -pointer

who beat her repeatedly.

with seconds left to defeat Fresno State 72-71.
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A dreaded phone call
SJSU student Don Dickson, a marine
corporal, has been called to active duty.
Page 6
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A.S. president

retains position
conference that "the likelihood of
me actually going to the gulf
Arneze Washington on Monday seems to be slim
not because I
declared that he is still Associated am not physically or mentally preeven pared to go but because the nature
Students’ president
though he is on active duty as an of my job."
Air Force reservist stationed at
While Washington is subject to a
Travis Air Force Base.
possible transfer, it appears that he
Following Washington’s press "will remain at Travis until further
conference in the A.S. chambers, notice," he said to the crowd of about
Vice President Kristi Nowak said 25 students and faculty members in
that she understood that she was the hour-long press conference.
acting president while Washington
Washington, a pharmaceutical
served with the Air Force.
technician, was called to duty Jan.
"My official title is acting presi- 25, the week before Spring
dent and vice president." Nowak semester began, and has since
said, adding that while she per- been stationed at Travis Air Force
forms Washington’s duties in his Base near Sacramento, where he
absence, he still retains the official has been "working 60-hour
title of president.
weeks," he said.
Washington is "still enrolled in
According to Edgar Chambers,
two or three classes," which would vice president of admissions and
qualify him as an enrolled student, records, reservists who are called
according to Jean Lenart. A.S. busi- to active duty can apply for educaness administrator, and allow him to tional leave, giving them continuofficially remain as AS. President, ing student status and removing
entitling him to his $470 monthly them from enrollment.
stipend.
Washington, however, has not
In the 11 a.m. conference, applied for educational leave.
A.S.
bythat
affirmed
Washington
Lenart said.
laws allow the president to retain
Lenart indicated that she was
Hilary Scheid
Daily staff photographer his title, even when absent.
unsure as to whether Washington
"It does not suggest that the vice would stay enrolled in his classes,
president will assume the position although Washington said "I am
urday. ’Pedal for Peace’ riders began their ride from the Federal (of president)
merely the still a student at San Jose State
Building in downtown San Jose and rode to Palo Alto’s Mitchell duties," he said.
University."
Park, where a peace rally was held in support for the troops.
Washington also stated in the
By John Bessa
Daily staff wnter

Karen Profunxi, a double major junior in environmental studies
and recreation, does final checks on her bicycle in front of the Federal Building before departing for a ‘Pedal for Peace’ ride on Sat-

Students rushed to duty
declare new SJSU status
By Chris Lillie
Deily me limier

Student reservists who are
called to active duty barely have
time for packing and goodbyes, let
alone university paperwork.
If they want to retain their continuing student status, however,
forms are a required part of the
temporary leave process.
SJSU’s Veterans Affairs office
keeps track of the students who
have been elevated to active status.
Since the Persian Gulf crisis
began, the office has processed 28
of the 38 applications for military
leave, said Ed Chambers, associate
executive vice president of admissions and records.
The other 10 were processed
through the Student Information
office, he said.
"We’ve had a total of 38 students who have turned in leave
applications for military purposes,"
Chambers said.
Ordinarily, students who wish to
temporarily withdraw from SJSU
apply for either planned educational leave or medical leave, Chambers said. The Gulf war has

’We’ve had a total of 38 students who have
turned in leave applications for military purposes.’
FAI Chambers,
associate executive vice president of admissions and records
prompted a different policy.
"We just incorporated (military
leave) into the educational leave,"
he said.
Although a large number of students have picked up leave appliSee related student profile,
page 6
cations, few have actually turned
them in, Chambers said.
"I was surprised," he said. "We
have a lot of students, and when
you come right down to it, there’s
only 38 people who are going"
Most of the reservists receive
money to help pay for college, said

Hemp Initiative supporter
extols ’perfect solution’
By Claudia Bramkamp
Daily staff wear

For nearly two decades, marijuana supporter Jack Hetet has
been stomping around the country
trying to drum up grassroots support for the legalization of pot.
Friday at noon, Herer and supporters of his latest drive, the
Hemp Initiative California, plan to
conduct a teach -in at Morris Dailey Auditorium. In an effort to
win wider support for his cause,
this time around Hera is promoting the possible environmental
benefits of growing hemp on a
large scale in replace fossil fuels
and synthetic fibers.
In his book "The Emperor
Wears No Clothes," Hoer claims
that the versatile hemp plant could

provide a clean, renewable and
sustainable source of energy to
fuel the country. He also states
that we could stop the depletion of
our forests by using hemp to
replace wood pulp fibers.
"Why send the troops to Saudi
Arabia for oil? Send the National
Guard to Nebraska to grow pot
instead." he said.
"No matter how much oil you
burn and how many trees you cut
down, you will not save the earth
Hemp is the perfect solution - but
it’s illegal," he said.
Detractors of Herer’s "perfect
solution" point out that he minimizes the medical and social problems that legalization of the drug
could create.
See DRUG, page 7

Veterans Affairs Assessment Specialist Jean Dahl.
"They’re not all veterans," she
said. "Some of them are on selected reserve.
What they do is sign up for a
six -year obligation, and during
their six -year obligation they are
eligible for $140 a month for each
month they are in school, depending on how many units they arc
taking."
All reservists undergo a short
training camp and perform duties
once a month during their obligation, she said.
Dahl, who said student
reservists can either fill out the
leave forms themselves or dictate
information over the phone to the

Hdary Schein Daily stilt

SJSU students and alumni were among those who
participated in Saturday’s ’Pedal for Peace’ ride.
Veterans Affairs office, urged any
SJSU student going active to contact her office.
"They would get all the advantages of being a continuing student," she said. "They wouldn’t
have to reapply or pay application
fees."
One of the latest students to be

photographer

Tbe riders shown above carry banners with opinions on their bicycles down the Alameda.

called up was Marine reservist and
marketing major Reggie Nolasco,
21.
"He didn’t expect to be called
up." said Pat Goo, a member of
Nolasco’s fraternity, Alpha Tau
Omega. "But he seemed tired of
waiting."
Nolasco received his call-up

Feb. 9, went to Hayward on
Wednesday night for processing
and left for Arizona desert training
early Saturday morning. Goo said.
Fraternity members planned to
drive to Hayward and send Nolasco off, Goo added, but the plan
didn’t work out.
"He didn’t call," Goo said.

Scheller house costs estimated at $600,000
Asbestos contamination removal part of
plan if renovations are granted approval
to move the house or demolish it
By Corey Tresidder
writer
NAVINScheller house task force

met Friday and presented an estimate by an independent architectural firm surpassing $600,000
for moving and making structural
renovations to the building.
In the meeting, the city of San
Jose announced that an estimate
for repairs to the Victor Scheller
house produced for the city was
comparable to the estimate presented by the university.
At this point, due to budget
cuts of nearly $14 million in the
1991-1992 academic year. the
university’s only alternatives arc

to make way for a new science
building.
According to a press release
Friday. SJSU already bas a backlog of more than $20 million in
special repairs and renovations
that need to be made to campus
buildings.
"If we cannot find someone to
move the house, our only alternative will be to demolish it," J.
Handel Evans, SJSU executive
vice president, told the task force.
"Based on our educational pnorities and needs and our budget situation, the university simply cannot afford to renovate and keep

the house."
Evans went on to say that
under the university’s contract
and budget for the building, a
$70,000 grant from the CSU
Chancellor’s office, the asbestos
contaminating the building must
be removed. In order to do so, the
siding of the building must be
taken away and much interior
duct work is required Evans also
noted that the contract assumes
demolition of the building.
The members of the task force
arc working to avoid the building’s demolition. Made up of
members from many local preservation and historical commissions, the task force is trying to
come up with a solution that will
benefit the university and the city.

"We would like to see the
house stay right where it is and
any funds be used to abate the
asbestos and restore the house,"
said Karim Hummer, president of
the Preservation Action Council
of San Jose and a task force
member, "Moving the house just
does not seem feasible, not only
because of the cost, but many
beautiful trees will have to be
removed as well."
Hummer does understand the
university’s obligation to
advanced education, and the need
for a new science building, yet
she contends there are other
options to demolishing the
Scheller house.
"It is important to keep the her.
SeeHOUSE, page 7
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

EDITORIAL

Human relations board needs a gay member

Bush’s inflated ambition
president George Bush
made his demands to Iraq
clear and simple from the
outset: Get out of Kuwait.
This condition was the only one
mandated in the United Nations
resolution ratifying the use of
force against Saddam Hussein’s
military regime.
We are worried however that
Bush’s plans have been reworked
and redefined since war began.
It’s no great secret that Bush, as
well as many others, want
Hussein’s regime debilitated, if not
totally destroyed, and Hussein
dethroned and humiliated. This
would be the ideal scenerio for
Bush, since it would belittle
Hussein’s aura as a great leader of
the Arab world.
There are no guarantees that this
would be the case when Hussein
finally does cower, however.
History has shown that Arab
leaders have been lionized just for
standing up to a western power.
The chances, then, of
whimpering Hussein by
completely stripping him of power
could be in vain, considering how
Arab culture may perceive that

Examining the real issue

kind of move.
Neighboring Arab nations would
begin to distrust our presence in
tile Middle East even more than
they do today.
They would see our actions as
unnecessarily strident, and with
the ulterior motive of planting our
own seeds on foreign land. A deed
we are not entirely innocent of.
Staying true to the resolution
would also preserve our integrity
in the world community. It would
prove that our actions are not
motivated solely by our own
intersests, but of the interests of
the "New World Order," which
Bush loves to draw upon.
AIternative methods of
checking the military
capabilities of Iraq could
be enforced. A long-term military
presence in Saudi Arabia and
continued sanctions against
weapons procurement in Iraq
would be just as effective.
Stick to the original plan, Bush. It
would bolster our nation’s
credibility while bearing credence
to our original intentions.

REPORTER’S FORUM
PRECY CORREOS

Water conservation
can be habit forming
About two years ago I helped a friend
settle into her new apartment. We moved
boxes,
furniture, clothing
and
miscellaneous articles. We hung pictures,
fixed door knobs, cleaned windows, and
organized - all in one day.
It wasn’t a warm day but because my
body was constantly bending and lifting it
felt like I was in an aerobics workout
session.
My sweatshirt stuck to my back from
perspiration and strands of hair clung to
my forehead and neck.

Saving water can be a
painless process and if
you’re aware of how to go
about using it, through
practice, it’ll be like second
nature.
By the time I got home my whole body
ached. My arms, my legs, my neck and
my lower back were in pain. I was
exhausted.
Nothing was more rewarding than filling
the tub with very wami water about 35
gallons of it.
That was the last time I can remember
soaking in a bath.
Because our water supply IS very low I
feel it’s up to all of us to contribute in
conserving as much as we can. The water
shortage has made my household and I
more aware of the water we waste.
To minimize the use of water we’ve
installed low -flow aerators on shower
heads, bathroom sinks, kitchen faucets
and added an automatic shut-off nozzle on
our garden hose.
My roommate fixed leaks, and placed
dams in our toilets. Low-flow aerators’
pressure feels a lot stronger than normal
because air is mixed into the water as it

Editor,
In response to the two letters to the
editor on Feb. 12, 1991, I would like to
speak to the topic originally addressed by
Wiusy Sivertsen (Campus Voice, Feb. 4,
1991). I was distressed by the callousness
and irrelevance of these recent
commentaries, especially as they were
written by professors. If professors
Wilson and Laurie have a problem with
Sivertsen’s manner or motives, why can’t
they take it up with her?
The point of Sivertsen’s letter was not
simply the whimpering of a hurt ego, it
was to express that the needs of gay and
lesbian students have not been sufficiently
addressed in the forming of the Human
Relations Board. This is a valid and
important point, and if Wilson and Laurie
have an argument to make with this, then
why couldn’t they address the real issue?

Progress with representation
Editor,
I can say that I am neither shocked nor
surprised by the negative response to
Wiggsy Sivertsen’s open letter to Gail
Fullerton (Campus Voice, Feb. 4, 1991),
but I am disappointed by the insensitivity
of the Spartan Daily (Editorial, Feb. 12,
1991).
First, one clarification needs to be made.
The gay and lesbian community is not a
social group. We are a cultural minority;
the most diverse minority group in that we
are made up of blacks, whites, Latinos.
Asians, men, women, disabled, elderly
and young. Second, there is an urgent
need for an openly gay member on the
new Human Relations Board, just as there
is a need for African -American, Asian American, Latin-American, Native American and female members. The
reason is that, just as with other cultural
minorities, we are constantly victims of
discrimination, insensitivity and abuse.
Why is this need so difficult to

leaves the tap.
If you’re not a handy person, like
myself, you’ll find that installing a faucet
aerator is as easy as boiling water. Most
faucets unscrew at the ends and it can be
attached easily.
It’s also inexpensive.
For shower heads the cost is
approximately $10 and kitchen/bathroom
faucets are around four to five dollars.
Just by changing our normal faucets to
low-flow faucets aerators we’ve reduced
the flow by 50 percent.
To date, we’ve managed to acquire 19
units in our reserve bank. This means
we’ve saved 14,212 gallons, enough to fill
up a regular-size, family swimming pool.
Not bad for a household of four.
If other people installed these simple
gadgets they would "cut water use by as
much as 280 gallons a month, that’s more
than 3,300 gallons a year for one family,"
according to Earthworks pamphlet: "30
Simple Energy Things You Can Do To
Save The Earth."
"So if only 10,000 four-member families
install low -flow aerators, we’ll save more
than 33 million gallons a year."
Every little bit helps. Before I would let
the water run while brushing my teeth
using up two gallons of water. But if I
keep the tap off and rinse briefly, I’ll only
waste one pint.
Saving water can be a painless process
and if you’re aware of how to go about
using it, through practice. it’ll be like
second nature.
Keep it in mind.
The San Jose Water Company provides,
free of charge, kits containing two toilet
dams and disks to attach to showers. Call
their customer service line (4014) 2797900 and they’ll mail it to your home.

This campus is not a safe place for
minorities of any kind. Black people,
Latino people, disabled people, fat people,
and gay and lesbian people experience
persecution and abuse, both subtlety and
blatantly, day in and day out. The hatred
toward gays and lesbians, sadly, is very
severe on this campus. One listen to the
atrocious and terrifying hate messages on
the voice mail of GALA (the Gay and
Lesbian Alliance here on campus) on a
regular basis makes this irrational and
dangerous hatred apparent.
This school has the responsibility to give
everyone an equal opportunity to an
education and to make sure that its
students are not being battered on a
regular basis. It is about time that this
school makes an effort to eradicate some
of this prejudice. The recently appointed
committee has yet to prove that it’s not a
token action on the pan of SJSU President
Gail Fullerton. However, if the committee

is to have a chance to make a difference,
the representation of gay and lesbian
students must be taken seriously .
I personally know nothing about this
person who was appointed to represent
the gay and lesbian population except
criticism of the strength of his stand. I
believe that it is important to examine
whether or not this man is going to be
sufficient to represent gay and lesbian
issues. I would like to know if he is
indeed a good choice, or if the criticism is
correct, and he is going to be wishywashy and not make a difference.
Regardless of personality clashes
between Sivertsen and others on this
campus, these issues must be addressed.

understand? Anti -homosexuality is the
same as racism and sexism because they
are based on hatred and ignorance. But
people are less likely to respond to, or
even notice, homophobic comments and
incidents than they arc to racist and sexist
ones. And believe me, homophobia exists
at SJSU.
To even talk of a committee that deals
with minority concerns without seeking
minority representation is ludicrous.
The progress made with civil rights,
desegregation and combating racism
could not have been made without the
contributions of African -Americans. The
steps taken to open up opportunities for
women in politics, business, and science
could not have been taken without the
input of women.
How can issues for the gay and lesbian
community be addressed without gay and
lesbian voices?
The negative reactions to and Gail
Fullerton’s snubbing of Sivertsen are
simply an attempt to keep gay and lesbian

voices quiet. Many in our community ,
and justifiably so, fear recrimination and
rejection. The point Sivertsen has tried to
make for our community is this: Gail
Fullerton’s failure to appoint an openly
gay member to the Human Relations
Board was inconsiderate, unfair and, more
to the point, no accident.
Several members of our community,
students and staff requested the
appointment of an openly gay member to
the board last semester, before the
committee had even been formed. To say
that there has been no expressed need or
concern on the matter in the past is a lie,
plain and simple.
The way to eliminate discrimination is
to plan ahead, not respond to problems
after the fact. Did you hear that,
Fullerton? Or will you turn a deaf car to
my voice as well?

Chandra Birenbaum
Junior
Psychology

Paul Krug
Senior
Journalism
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Precy Correos is a Spartan Daily staff
writer.
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Sparta( uide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU students, faculty and
staff organizations at no charge
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom. Wah/quist Library North
01102502Room 104, and at the Information Center of the Student Union.
(Letters to the editor can also be submitted at the Information Center) The
deadline is 10 a.m. The Daily’s staff

members attempt to enter each item
at least two days before the date of
the event in addition to the day of the
event Limited space may force reducing the number of insertions
TODAY
CLARK LIBRARY: Tours, 9.30 a m and
1 30 p m , meet at first floor display case
call 924-2758

CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT: Oncampus interview orientation, 12.30 pm
S U Almaden Room, call 924-6033.
CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT: Employer presentation Rolm Systems, 12 30 -2
p m S.U. Guadalupe Room, Career Resource Center Tour, 130 p.m., Business
Classroom 13. Resume I, S.U. Costanoan
Room: Choosing your Aviation Arena, 4 30
p.m . S.0 Umunhum Room; Expanding

Your Career Horizons, 500 p m . call 924,
6033
MARKETING CLUB: Moore Business
Forms - Marketing Yourself, 3 30 pm.SU
Costanoan Room. call 251-4134
ART DEPARTMENT: Lecture Series- Mark
Thompson Lining the Wild Bee, 5 pmArt
Building Room 133. call 924-4330
AIESEC: General meeting. 530 pm Business Organization Clubroom BC. call 2860512

HUMAN RESOURCE MGMT.: Club meet
irig 500 pm. SU Almaden Room. call

One size fits all

984-5346.

ART DEPT.: Reception for artists whose
works are currently on display, 6.00 8.00
p m . Student Galleries. call 924-4330
PRSSA: Member orientation. 700 pm
S U Almaden Room. call 248-5683
SJSU KARATE CLUB: Practice. Newcomers welcome. 730 p m . Old Wrestling

Today’s forecast

Because many students are not on
campus everyday, YesterDaily
provides readers with a recap of
the previous issue’s top stories.

Mostly sunny skies. Low
40s in the morning with
a high in the upper 60s
in the afternoon.

In response to criticism that
campus gay and Jewish
organizations had been overlooked,
President Gail Fullerton appointed
Judy Rickard and Bobbye
Gorenborg to the Human Relations
Board.

Wednesday’s forecast
Continued warm and
sunny, with lows in the
40s and highs in the
upper 60s to the lower
70’s.

The UC regents approval of a $650
fee increase alarmed both UC
students and some SJSU students
who fear CSU may be next in line.

National Weather
Service

Room call 924-7954

ASIAN AMER. CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP:
Message on ’Missions and the College Student.. 7.00 pm.SU Costanoan Room call
275-1057
CAMPUS LEFT: Open forum debate. noon
Student Union Amphitheater Student coal’
tion meeting . 5 p.m., Washington Square
Hall, Rm 109, call 448-2750.
WEDNESDAY
CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT: Oncampus interview orientation. 1000 a.m.,
S.U. Almaden Room; Co-op orientation,
noon, S.U. Almaden Room; Career resource
center tour, 130 p.m., Business Classroom
113; Interview preparation, 5:30 p.m.. S.U.
Costanoan Room, call 924-6033.
CLARK LIBRARY: Tours, 10:30 a.m. and
130 pm.. Meet at the first floor display
case. call 924-2818,
JEWISH STUDENT/FACULTY UNION: Bag
lunch for Israel slide show. Noon, S.0 Guadalupe Room. call 286-2827
MEChA: Raza Day 91 planning meeting,
Noon. Wahlquiest Library North Room 307.
call 924-2518
FANTASY & STRATEGY CLUB: Weekly
meeting. 5.30 pm. S U. Pacheco Room,
call 924-7097

THURSDAY

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION: -Careers in finance-Cleaning up the
S & Ls", 5 p.m.. Guadalupe Rm. Student
Union. call 924-8714
CALMECA PROJECT: General meeting,
Fees due. T-shirts, 6 p.m. Multi-cultural
Center (Pacifica Pm, Student Union), call
Patncia 225-1297
VOICE.: Candlelight vigil to protest the
war. 7-30 p.m call 924-5469
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM:Brovm
Bag Discussion Noon to 1 30 p m Pacheco Rm Student Union. call 924-5930.

Rough waters leave three
men dead; dozens rescued
LOS ANGELES (AP) Three
men aboard a commercial fishing
boat died and dozens of pleasure
boaters had to be rescued as high
winds roughened up Southern California waters.
The three men died after a large
wave smashed the 30-foot vessel
Galliano on Sunday near Anacapa
Island in the Santa Barbara Channel. authorities said.
The dead were identified as the
boat’s owner-operator. Billy Joe
Halfacre, 62, of Los Angeles.
Thomas Lee Moyd, 33. and Ron
Dailey. 50. both of Oxnard, said
U.S. Coast Guard spokeswoman
Brenda Toledo in Long Beach.
The Coast Guard received distress signals Sunday morning that
the boat was taking on water. The
seas were six to eight feet at the
time, with occasional 12-to I 5-hot
waves and winds at 25 knots.
A large wave struck the boat’s
wooden hull and crushed the bottom. officials said.
The Coast Guard dispatched two
helicopters, a sea plane and a 44foot motor boat to the wreckage.
Halfacre and Moyd were pulled
out of the water with no vital signs.
Dailey was pronounced dead at St.
John’s Hospital in Oxnard. Toledo
said.
Crewman Ernest Hanson. 45. of

Port Hueneme was taken to St.
John’s and released after being
treated for hypothermia. said nursing supervisor Sue Cruz.
Crewmen Ron Scott and Gary
Heller apparently were unhurt,
said Coast Guard Petty Officer
Roy Cosselman.
Meanwhile, inside the Los Angeles Harbor. lifeguards rescued
more than 20 people who ended up
in the water when high winds and
4-foot swells plagued a sailing regatta. No serious injuries were reported.
Seas were so turbulent just outside the harbor’s mouth that lifeguards boats could not get near a
40-foot sailboat swamped by 12foot swells. officials said.
"The seas were too rough to
bring a boat alongside," Coast
Guard Petty Officer Robert Beals
said. "We had to send a rescue
swimmer.**
The swimmer brought each of
the five people aboard back to the
cutter Point Evans.
The sailboat Yo Ho Ho was left
to drift because seas were too
rough to tow it. Beals said.
The Coast Guard rescued six
people aboard a 25-foot powerboat
that ran out of gas off Catalina Island. That vessel also was set
adrift due toixigh seas.

Polls released say Cranston should resign
Don Richey

I hi rd year ceramic student. \ I oriel Irissitti.
%s man
211. uses her foot as a MI odd Ito-

Daily staff photographer

loot she is creating out of day. The foot is the
beginning of a project to make a day woman.

Talks of future American military bases
in Philippinc left deadlocked Saturday
xi>)
I he current round ot talks had
MANII.A.
Talks on the future of American been scheduled to end Friday hut
military bases in the Philippines lasted into the night in an effort to
wound up deadlocked Saturday reach an accord Chief S. negoover how much Washington will tiator Richard Armitage postponed
pay and how king the installations his departure until Saturday to
allow more lohe
can stay.
Both sides expressed optimism
United States spokesman Stanley Schrager said "technical eon- that an accord could be reached deultations" would resume in spite differences on a few key issues
Washington later this month
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS

At stake is the future of Clark
Air Base. the Subic Bay naval base
and four smaller facilities whose
lease expires Sept. 16. The bases
are among the oldest and largest
U.S. installations on foreign soil.

HURRY!
DEADLINE is Thursday, February 28
at the Candidate Orientation Meeting.
For more information
Contact the A.S. Office.
2nd floor in the Student Union.
924-6240
Funded by Associated Students

polled said he should quit. The survey found that 51 percent feel he
should step down while 39 percent
said he should not resign.
Cranston. 76. who has prostate
cancer, has already said he plans to
retire in 1992
Cranston and four other senators
hake been the subjects of a Senate

ethics committee investigation of
their connections to indicted savings and loan operator Charles
Keating.
The poll was based on telephone
interviews with 1,006 California
adults conducted February 8 to 12.
The margin of en-or is plus or
minus 3 percent

Spring 91 Pledge Class
Azis excited to become a part of
the best sisterhood on campus.

Delta Zeta Forever
the Omega
Pledge Class

Love

For the first time sincc
Talks on a new agreement began Cranston’s popularity started to de
last May.
cline in 1989 over half of thosc

ARE TO CA RE

WEAR NOW

_L_Jodli.L_AvA_JAL
The Residential Life Program at
San lose State University is one of
the best residential programs in
the nation!

Applications for
Associated Students Elections
are now available
in the A S Office

SAN FRANCISCO (API Senator Alan Cranston has become so
unpopular that his endorsement of
a possible Democratic successor
would do more harm than good.
according to a new poll.
The California Poll released
Monday found that most Californians say Cranston should end his 22
years in the Senate by resigning.
’An indication of Cranston’,
newly deyeloped pariah-like stand
ing with the public is that his support for any Democrats in nest
year’s elections would possibly
boomerang." said Mervin Field.
the poll’s director.
The survey found that 40 percent of the Democrats questioned
said that if Cranston endorsed
candidate to succeed him it would
hurt that candidate’s chances. Only
21 percent thought it would help.

We are looking for itv.ptmsible,
dedicated students with diverse
backgrounds, talents and interests
for live-in staff positions.
Are you looking for a personal
challenge?
Would you like to enhance your
leadership skills?
Would you like to join a winning
team of professional staff and
students?
Stop by University Housing
Services in Joe West Hall (lower
level) for more information or call
(406) 924-6160.

Application packets are
available at University
Housing Services.
smut monthly payments

Deadline to apply is
February 20, 1991
at 4:00pm!

5 300

kwiAs

.1( )STENS

Apply now to be a Resident Advisor
for the 1991-1992 academic ’ear!

Payments
Low As

,,,uvegutta’d,
V1 IP, 1 fr. 111,

Resident Advisor!
Really Admirable
Retention Agents
Raising Awareness
Reassuring All
Really Astounding!

2/19 - 2/22 I’m,.
e’

10:00 - 4:00

Alm roof ReqiittKI

SPARTAN B(3( )KS-11’( )11,i

$20.911
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Violence at home: the physical and emotional torture
By Colleen McCoy
Daily stet, writer

Mary’s wedding day was special
husband didn’t beat
her new
her.
They had lived together for
more than two years before they
were married. She was 22, he was
10 years older. From the beginning
he had yelled at her, called her
"stupid," locked her out of the
house for hours on end. But she
stayed.
Then the beatings started. He
shook her, hard. He punched her in
the face with his fists. He beat her
black and blue with a leather belt.
And she left, not once, but twice.
When she returned the second
time, they were married. Why?
The answer to that question is as
complicated as the issues surrounding domestic violence.
Mary (a pseudonym - she is hiding from her ex-husband) is only
one of the three to four million
American women who are battered
every year by their husbands or
partners.
Although it is estimated that 95
percent of victims are women, the
battering is not limited to husbands
and wives. It can occur in any kind
of voluntary, intimate relationship,
including dating, living together.
married, formerly married, homosexual or heterosexual.
Bette Ruch-Rose, a social science graduate student surveying
1,000 students, anticipates that incidents of domestic violence
among the SJSU community will
mirror that of the general community: one out of two students will
have experienced some facet of it.
And there are many facets to the
abuse. According to Lori Abrahamsohn, associate director of
Next Door: Solutions to Domestic
Violence, it generally falls into
four categories: physical. emo-

Raul Dominguez Spartan Daly

who is supposed to care about and see her happy or they would have
respect you, and they do this to helped her. "My girlfriend told me
you. It can be emotionally dev- to get the hell out of the
relationship. My husband hated
astating," Abrahamsohn said.
Mary’s abuse started out ver- her and I was isolated from her. He
bally and emotionally. He called isolated me from my mom, from
her stupid. Everything she did was my family. He said the girls who
wrong. She parked the car wrong. lived next door to me were strange
she cooked wrong, everything that in some way and not what he
would want for me. I became so
went wrong was her fault
stepped on. I was just a dead piece
of meat, garbage. Physicality and
mentally it was nothing hut gar’Their view of themselves comes from society in
bage inside me."
that
believe
She doesn’t look like garbage.
general and the community. So if they
Dressed in a white, lace-collared
they have to stay with their abusive
blouse and pink pants. Mary is diminutive and seems much younger
husband. . . they will stay.’
than 26. It is difficult to imagine
Yoko Baba,
Dr.
her peaches and cream complexion
assistant professor of sociology swollen, discolored and marred
with black, yellow and blue
’Ile just got real upset and said bruises.
tional, sixual and property.
It is also difficult to imagine her
Physical abuse is the most com- ’I don’t know why you make me
mon, and may be anything from a do this," she said, and then he returning to her hatterer. But
according to Abrahamsohn. studshove or a pinch, to murder.
hurt her.
Emotional abuse often precedes
Why did it take her so long to ies say that the average woman
the physical battering and in some leave? Why do some women never leaves seven times before she truly
leaves.
ways may be more severe and last- leave?
"They think that their partners
ing than the physical injuries. "It’s
These are perhaps the most difficonstant putdowns -you’re stupid, cult and agonizing questions to an- learned a lesson, or that they themyou’re a failure, you’re ugly, swer. According to Dr. Yoko selves are going to be different
you’re fat - to the point where the Baba, assistant professor of socio- now and they’ll stand up to them,
person feels there’s hardly any- logy, cultural values carry great or maybe they’re lonely and not so
thing left to save inside them- weight. "Their view of themselves scared anymore and want to go
selves." Abrahamsohn stated.
comes from society in general and back. It’s a very difficult decision.
Sexual abuse may also occur the community. So if they believe It’s a relationship that has sonic
and is difficult to recognize, espe- that they have to stay with their value to them. And it may meet a
cially if it involves coercion and abusive husband, no matter what lot of needs," Abrahamsohn said.
Abrahamsohn estimates that
intimidation. "If a stranger as- happens they will stay."
saults you, you can say I was in the
Mary was isolated and depen- only one out of eight battered
wrong place at the wrong time. But dent on her husband, at least emo- women seek help. The help that is
this is the person that you’re in- tionally. He said her family didn’t available includes emergency shelvolved with, that you’re dating, love her, that they didn’t want to ters, counseling for the victim and

batterer, legal advice, 24-hour hotlines and long-term housing.
California state laws have also
changed. According to UPD Lieutenant Shannon Maloney. about
four years ago there was an intensive effort on the part of the state to
address domestic violence. At that
time, legislation was modified so
an officer could make an arrest in
cases involving traumatic injury,
regardless of the consent or lack of
consent by the victim.
UPD’s policy mandates arrest if
there is any visible injury. Officers
are also required to attend a 24hour training course that deals with
issues of domestic violence. Maloney believes awareness training is
important because domestic vio-
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Violence
in numbers
More than 50 percent of
all American women will be
victims of sexual assault
and/or domestic violence in
their lifetimes. More than
1/3 are battered repeatedly
every year.
One-third of all teenagers
have experienced abuse in a
dating relationship.
Every 11 days in the U.S.
a woman is murdered by her
husband, boyfriend, or live-in
lover.
Husbands usually kill
their wives because of
bruised egos. Wives kill
their husbands because of
bruised bodies.
According to FBI reports,
a woman is beaten in the
U.S. every 18 seconds.
In surveys of American
college students, 21 percent
to 30 percent reported at
least one physical assault
with a dating partner.
percent of all
20
emergency room patients
are abused women.
25 percent to 40 percent
of battered women are
assauhed during pregnancy.
It is estimated that
battered women constitute
40 percent of homeless
families in shatters.
Victims are more likely to
be physically assaulted,
beaten, and killed in their
home at the hands of a
loved one than any place
else, or by anyone else in
our society.
Source
National Clearinghouse for the
Defense of Battered Women on
Washington, V C

THINGS UNKNOWN
AND IN BETWEEN
ARE THE DOORS

Diverse audience witnesses shock
treatment in Finley’s book reading
By Elaine Meitzler
Special to the Daily
Karen Finley’s performance of
readings from her book "Shock
Treament" was well attended on
Friday. The audience, a collection
of punks, yuppies and art fans had
come expecting a no-holds-barred
performance from Finley and they
weren’t disappointed even though
she didn’t smear yams on herself.
Finley arrived fashionably late.
in good humor and requested some
water and her obligitory spit cup.
In fact, she swilled Evian thoughout the whole performance.
The humor which injected her
performance was unexpected. She
would jump into one of her tirades
about incest, suicide, AlDs, or the
general malise of life. But between
her sometimes horrific talcs she’d
crack a joke. even one where she
said. "I’m not in character." The
inflections of her voice and manner
created the needed effect for each
of her pieces.
Each piece had a different
theme. but her general attitude was
liberal. In her piece "I’m an ass
man," her voice developed a deep
southern twang as she took the part
of a macho pervert who only enjoyed sodomy with anything and
anybody. However, this man gets
his commupence when he rapes the
wrong woman. The way she discussed incest in that piece struck a

situations are volatile and involve so many different causes and
personalities.
Frustration is also a pan of it.
"For officers, it can be a no-will
situation. Dealing with personal
relationships, you think you’re
doing the right thing, then the victim goes back to the batterer. It’s
very frustrating," he said.
It must have been frustrating for
the officer who responded to the
domestic violence call from Mary.
She and her husband were arguing. He grabbed her and dragged
her inside the house. He tore her
blouse off and pushed her down on
the bed. Then he beat her and
smashed her forehead with his
own. Ile bit her hands and, wearing a sardonic smile, hit her wedding ring off her finger.
Bruised, battered and bleeding.
Mary ran next door and called the
police. "I was like a black and
blue puppy. There were old marks
and new marks, in combination of
different nights of this happening," she said.
But when the officer asked her it
she wanted to press charges, she
said no. He asked her why not.
Mary said, "He’s going to get
madder at me."
According to Mary, the officer
just looked at her and said, " ’You
know what, it’s never going to
quit.’ " And Mary said. "You
know what? You’re right. I have to
do something. This is my house.
this is my life."
Twenty minutes later her husband was arrested and jailed for
four months. Last week her divorce was finalized.
When she moved she did everything in her power to protect herself. "I go under a different name
for my residence. I go under a different name for my PG&E, for my
telephone, just in case he ever
wanted to find me. My driver’s license I leave at my old residence.
Any car I might buy I’ll register at
my old residence. You have to
cover all bases. You have to inconvenience yourself. It’s just not
over when it’s ends."
This is the first part of a twopart series on domestic violence.
Part two will appear on Feb. 26.

JIM MORRISON

as she lashes out at the British and
the continual war.
During "Black Sheep" and
"Johnny in Paris" you can hear
the pity and pride as she discussed
friends who died from AID’s. She

Karen Finley
raw nerve.
In "Saint Patrick’s Day" Finley
deconstructs her Irish heritage. For

recieved her biggest applause for
her scathing anti -war speech during which she wasn’t as profane as
she has been described. She commanded the stage in her violet velure top and skirt, hut she rarely
got up and prowled around the
stage. Yet to get across her realistic and harrowing talcs about incest, rape. AlDs, war, and
censorship she had to exagerate to

The humor which injected her performance was
unexpected. She would jump into one of her
tirades about incest, suicide, AlDs, or the general
malise of life. But between her sometimes horrific
tales she’d crack a joke, even one where she said,
"I’m not in character."
her. Saint Patrick’s Day is only an
excuse for macho idiots to get
drunk. She deny’s her Catholic
heritage and pity’s the fact that the
original holiday celebrated the pagan’s being dnved from Ireland.
Her voice takes on an Irish brogue

get her point across that these issues are happening people should
be concerned. The audience
seemed to love her and some gave
her a standing ovation. Many times
she used humor to cut through the
horror.
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SAN J(I)SE

It’s the third largest city on the west
coast and the eleventh largest city in
CAPITAL OF SILICON VALLEY the nation. Although technological
innovation and production make San Jose one of the nation’s
most powerful economic forces, its heart lies in its downtown.
A recent $1.4 billion investment has transformed the
downtown into a thriving business community. The local retail,
dining, and entertainment district surrounds the campus,
offering students great savings, authentic cuisine, and a vibrant
nightlife. It’s all at your feet--discover it!

in
DOWNTOWN
SAN JOSE
The Downtown Directory
(release end of March)
Want to know where all of downtown’s restaurants, night clubs,
hotels, personal and business services, entertainment and parking,
are located? The pocket-size 1991 edition of The Downtown
Directory is free and will be available at the end of March, so
reserve your copy today, by calling the San Jose
Downtown Association at
279-1775.

Mercury News 10K Run
& 5K Walk (March 10)

eMorket S
PCizo Port,

Race begins at 9 am at Almaden Boulevard and
Park Avenue. Awards ceremony is at 11:30 a.m. at
the Plaza Park stage. Post-race activities include
live entertainment, food booths, and more. The
race is a benefit for the Literacy Alliance for the
South Bay. For more information, call 920-5755.

First
0

Second

1. Goldie’s
2. Kinko’s
3. Cactus Club
4. Discount Photo
5. Pizza a go go
6. Felix
7. Keystone

. ",Dow town an OSe
.11 tie,

Thud
U
2

Don’t miss these special offers
from participating businesses
in downtown San Jose
such as restaurants, fitness
membership, auto work, nails,
back care and much more.
To receive a free copy, call the
San Jose Downtown Association at
279-1775.

,.§

.......%

Fourth

BE FAIR TO YOUR HAIR
With these quallity hair care products

icst....fi

Paul Mittchell
Focus
L’Anza
HayashI

Siolage
. Mastey
Joico
Sebastian

Image
KMS
Vavoorr,
Mattlx

.Systema
Avecia
Nec.us
Kenra

Retail Services
PROFESSIONAL

Now at Kinko’s
Canon Color Laser Copies
Presentations
’Displays
’Charts/Graphs

Transparencies
’Sales Flyers
’Even Copy From Slides’

kinkoss.

the copy center

Across from McDonald’s

kSJ0923
CO-PRESEN I

DARKROOM SPECIALISTS
RECEIVE A
FREE LUPE
WITH A$15
PURCHASE
COUPON \
\REQUIRED/

.FILM
PAPER

I

’CHEMISTRY
I
’SUPPLIES

451 SOU I H FOURTH STREET. SAN JOSE

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK
295-4336
210 S. Third St.
San Jose, CA 94112

(408) 275-9649

M-F 9-5 30 SAT 10-2

Dining & Entertainment

Open 7 Days A Week
UNTIL MIDNIGHT THURS., FRI., and SAT
I

,

SJSU
SPARTANS

STUDENTS
WELCOME

One
Block
South of
Duncan
Hall!

Take A Break After Class

MOD
ERN
ART

HAIR PRODUCTS

..xated on Son Fironct, Denver ’st onCIAY1/404
279-2755

_J

Southern Style
Bar-b-que Ribs Sz Links
Ah! Sweet Potato Pie! Ah!
Phone Orders Accepted
279-2720
21

Monday to Thursday, 11 am

North Second Street
7pm

Jan
CLUB

Friday to Saturday Spin

Cloned Cundays

"up"

FREE PIZZA DELIVERY
$3.00 OFF AU"
$2.00 OFF AtP\jiYz)/(

Wednesday

February 20
188 Over welcome

TO

321

South 1st Street 292-4698 San Jose
(Next to Original Joe’s)

135 W. Santa Clara St.
280-0707

Not good with any other offer
Expires March 5. 1991
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SJSU student heads for Gulf;
activated for military duty
By Amanda Helen
Daily matt writer
The call that Don Dickson had
been dreading came on a Saturday
night.
All the guys were there and the
steaks had just hit the grill when
the telephone rang. One of them
answered and called out, Is there
a Corporal Dickson here?"
As quick as a phone call from
his platoon seargent, the 21 -yearold marine corporal knew he was
on his way to do his part in the Persian Gulf War.
Dickson, scheduled to report in
Hayward on Feb. 13 with his
nearly 150 member unit, has expected the call for active duty ever
since desert training in Arizona in
early February.
"I’m not going to bitch about it
because I knew there was a chance
on it," Dickson said. Extending
over two arm chairs, Dickson
stretched hack trying to look comfortable while nerves quivered his
words.
’1 may not agree with everything our government does but
even if I don’t agree. I have to go
over there to help people that I
know, and do my job," Dickson
said.
During his time with the Marines, Dickson will be working
with Hawk missiles, he said. He
doesn’t know where exactly he
will he while on active duty. He
could go to the Persian Gulf or stay
in the United States and replace the
unit that is working with the
Hawks overseas right now, he
said.
The Hawk missiles are similar to
Patriot anti-aircraft missiles, they
work off the Patriot’s radars,
according to Dickson.

’!have to go over there
to help people that I
know, and do my job.’
Don Dickson

"All the active duty that does
what we do with the Hawks,
they’re over there," according to
Dickson. "But, more than likely
we’ll just be set up as another defense system out there."
Guessing that almost one-third
of his unit are college students,
Dickson, like the others, had to
disenroll from classes because
their absenses will extend at least
one year, he said.
Dickson was ready to disenroll
at the beginning of the semester
but wanted to hold on to that last
bit of hope and attempt to keep his
life as normal as possible, he said.
Most of the members of his unit
disenrolled from their schools after
training in Arizona. he said.
Jean Dahl in Veterans Affairs at
SJSU handled student statuses for
nearly 30 students, including Dickson for the Gulf War situation, she
said. Once students called to military duty contact Dahl, she insures
that their fees are completely reimbursed and they are considered
continuing students.
Because the time between being
called and reporting for duty can
range from a few hours to a few
days. Dahl ensures that they need
only to call her, and she can handle
it.

No matter when in the semester
a student is called, their fees are totally reimbursed, according to
Dahl. While student veterans are
gone, the term continuing student
is used. Which means they do not
need to reapply when they return to
SJSU and will return at the same
class level, Dahl assured.
According to Dahl, the Veterans
Education Assistance Program’s
money which would regularly go
to the veteran would be put on hold
and extended until the student returns to classes, Dahl said.

Chip Lover,

As the war continues, a Hoover Hall resident shows support for Operation Desert Storm.
he was more concerned with which is now at his parent’s home, yellow ribbons around the city.
The flags and signs in the resiaccording to Rosso.
knowing if he was going or not.
Rosso’s only concern right now dence halls and Greek houses
"Ile just wanted to know, tie
was annoyed of having to sit is that Dickson brings himself meant a lot to him. Ills only hope
is that it the war drags out the suparound and wait." according to home and in one piece. he said.
During training in Arizona for port for the troops will continue.
Rosso.
One of the More difficult things
Rosso, who was in the Army for lawk missiles, Dickson kept
three years, is not worried about aware of Bay Area iies s N 1101 Dickson had to Lice w,is writing a
us Ill bewill His pitied
himself being called to active duty. contained mostly war protests.
"It sort of hurt that people long his 6 ’yea’ old niece. eery Although if a ground war begins
Rosso believes his chances in- would sit there and protest against thing else spread around his famcrease because they will need re- what we’re doing. It’s like we’re ily.
Dickson is a strong advocate of
fighting for their right to protest,"
placements, he said.
Since Dickson’s absence from Dickson said "It’s their right to letters to the troops in the Persian
Gulf.
the apartment, the group has been protest. hut it silll hurts,
"It’s nice to know somebody’s
Upon returning to San Jose from
left to share one tOrk, one spoon
and one knife. The silverware they Arizona. Dickson was over- thinking of them even if they don’
once used belonged to Dickson whelmed to see all the flags and know them.’ he said.

His only regret about being
away from classes is many of his
friends will be preparing to graduate when his year of active duty
expires.
The Tuesday before he was to
report in Hayward, the curly
blonde giant loaded up his ’66
Mustang convertible and a U -Haul
trailer with all his belongings from
his Cypress Park apartment. His
things will be stored at his parents
house in Belmont. he said.
"A lot of my furniture and everything is being dispersed among
friends," Dickson joked.
Matt Rosso. one of Dickson’s
roommates said the marine corporal wasn’t nervous about going,

Fashionable teenagers say beepers
are latest fad, keeps them in style
LOS ANGELES (API Professionals dragged to work at the
sound of a beep may fail to see the
attraction. But teen-agers say
beepers are the best way to be in
style.
California
Southern
Some
youths have even taken to wearing
garage door openers because they
look like pagers, said police Officer Tim Harris.
"A lot of them have beepers that
don’t even work," said Harris,
who also heads a community outreach program for teen-agers. "I’ll
open it up and it doesn’t have batteries or it’s all rusted inside
’The extremes that they ’II go
Until recently,, a teen-ager carrying a beeper was seen as a drug
dealer in the eyes of authorities.
said Chief Wesley Mitchell. who
heads the school district Police Department
’’The theory was the drug dealers used the young people as their
deherymen and the way in which
the y trungster was signaled was
through a paging message." he
vaid.
Acting im that assumption.
many schools banned beepers. The
California State Educational (’sic

Past model sues for book cover likeness
(AP)
SACRAMENTO
A model -turned-teacher’s
aide is suing the author and publishers of a Pulitzer Prize-winning novel over "an offensive"
character and the book cover.
A’ann E. Goodwin alleges that
1 he Mambo Kings Play Songs
ot Love" by Oscar Ifiruelos invades her privacy by
depicting her lute slut!. and ihdriii

’Why does a 16-year-old kid need a beeper?
have yet to find anybody who can justify a 16year-old haver.’
Dimitri
Vadetsky,
assistant principal. Reseda High School
was amended in 19118 to prohibit
all "electronic signaling devices."
School officials were authorized to
confiscate pagers carried by students on campus.
But students still wear them.
Ara Bekinezian, 17, said his
work scheduled meant he was rarely at home. He bought a beeper
and now receives pages front tamily members and close friends.
"At first they didn’t want me to
have it." Ara said of his parents.
"But once they saw it could be
useful to them, they agreed with
it.
Scott Morse, now a Pierce College freshman, was 16 when he decided that he needed to have a
beeper to keep up with the youthful
-Joneses." The pagers cost as
little as $13 a month to rent.
Its just something to have. All
Illy friends had them so I figured.

’Heck. I might as well get one
too:Although school officials said
beepers have not caused the level
of violence associated with athletic
shoes and starter jackets. at least
one teen-ager’s death was believed
to have been caused by an argument over a beeper.

her likeness on the cover. The
novel won the 1990 Pulitzer
Prize for fiction.
The suit filed in Sacramento
Superior Court claims that the
character, Vanna Vane. is a disguised Vann Von... Goodwin’s
name in the earl) 1950s when
she worked for a New York City
modeling agency .
She alleges that the characteri-

’,mini places her "in a highly oftenso e false light before the public
According to the suit, her husband used her picture on a record
album cover. entitled "Mambo
Jainhoie.’ shortly before he
committed suicide The suit alleges that the album cower ended
up im the covet 01 the lloY el

PUT YOUR DEGREE
TO WORK
WHERE IT CAN DO
A WORLD OF GOOD.

"Why does a I It- ear-old kid
need a beeper?" asked Reseda
High School’s assistant principal
Dimitri Vadetsky. "I have yet to
find anybody who can justify a 16year-old having a beeper."
Teachers and others expect that
the fascination with beepers will
soon fade and he replaced by another trend.
"I’ve already seen a few cellular
phones on campus." said Yvonne
Garrison, dean of students at North
Hollywood High School

The best lesson is experience.

Your first job after graduation should offer you
more than just a paycheck. We can offer you an
experience that lasts a lifetime.

CUSTOMER RELATIONS INTERNSHIP

Working together with people in a different
culture is something you’ll never forget. It’s
a learning experience everyone can benefit from.

Apple Computer invites you to join us and explore a unique learning opportunity. You’ll participate in
a hands-on lesson plan which will give you a chance to experience life after school.
These are full-time, paid, 9 month tot year position..

In Science or Engineering, Education, Agriculture,
or Health, Peace Corps projects in developing
countries around the world are bringing help where
it’s needed.

Successful candidates will be Phone Representatives for Apple’s Customer Relations’ 8001.
V, nr II learn about our products, pogroms, and policies, improve your professional communication
skills, and work with a highly motivated, energetic team.
ni should be working on your Bachelor’s or Master’s degree in Communications, Business, Marketing
or Engineering. User level knowledge of Apple Computer is also required, as arc accurate typing
abilities and excellent written/verbal communication skills.

If you’re graduating this year, look into a unique
opportunity to put your degree to work where it can
do a world of good. Look into Peace Corps.

For more information, or to apply, please contact the Cooperative Internship Office/Giver Planning &
Placement Center in Building Q.
pplr omprIlrr hr%torporcur I 01111fflidlOrIll III die print IpIr of dIvernal, In ihni
neck n/nr npplY Al ill41111 frfnn all IndlnIduel, Women onlnorllYs. nellerano
individual. sr, enorrenopprel in npply

The power to be your best:"
it MI APPI,C.111411c Int it5PMdI

40 loom oftliered emilearbd Apple 0.1pulre. in

Daily staff photographer
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Peace Corps at San Jose This Week...
Into Table: Tues Thurs, Feb19 21, 10am 3pm
Front of Student Union
Film Shows: Tues, Feb19, 12 1pm, Student Union, Montalvo Room.
Thurs, Feb 21, 7 8 30 pm, San Jose Main Library
For an application or more Information call Peace Corps, collect, at
(415) 744-2677
SENIORS APPLY NOW!

The toughest lob
you’ll over love
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planning, is whether or not the
house has any historical value.
The house does not appear on
any national, state or local historic register, but it is nearly 90
years old.
A Campus Voice in Monday’s
Spartan Daily by Jack Douglas.
head of SJSU’s special collections and archives, stated that
"the house could qualify for the
National Register of Historic
Places, but since it has been state
property for so long, it has not
been possible to include it on
any of the city historic inventories."
Hummer claimed that documentation is being compiled to
prove its value historically, but
because it is not declared a monument there are even tougher
codes that the house must reach
if restored.
The university is still looking
for someone to take the house,
and offered the it in Dec. 1989 to
anyone who would move and
restore it. Several inquiries from
private individuals have been
made, but no group has come
forward with the resources needed to save the house.
"Just like us, the city and nonprofit (organizations) just don’t
have the money to renovate the
house," Evans said. "We preferred, and we still prefer, someone to take the house in order to
preserve it.
"I suspect that to save the
house, we may once again offer
it on the open market to someone
who wants to restore it into a
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From page!
itage of the university intact,"
Hummer said. "The Scheller
house is a valuable bridge for the
community, and we’re hoping for
increased student interest. There
are so many things that the building can be used for, as a reception
center for alumni or for music and
literary groups, to name a few."
Maria Smallwood, chairperson of Afro-American Studies,
one of the groups that occupied
Building DD before it was made
vacant, has other plans for the
building. She hopes that it can be
used as it was up until a few
months ago.
"It was quite a shock to us and
the people we help when we had to
move," Smallwood said. "We
would have lots of people in our
building on weekends, and the
atmosphere and the make of the
house was so helpful to us Now, in
our new home, it’s just not the
same."
Smallwood went on to say
that it would be absurd for the
university to demolish a building
that has so much to offer to the
students and the university community, especially since the
property would probably be
vacant for many years until the
university can get funding to
build the proposed science building.
An issue brought up by Alan
Freeman, campus director of
space management and facilities

England Journal of Medicine the
results of his 1988 study of pot
smokers.
"Smokers of only a few joints a
day have as much microscopic
damage to the cells lining the airways as smokers of more than a
pack of cigarettes a day," he found.
"It’s the same kind of change that
one sees in long-term tobacco
smokers who go on to develop
lung cancer."
Cancer specialist ibm Drakes of
Redding, Ca. thinks it’s irresponsible of Herer to advocate smoking
any substance in this day and age.
"Back in the Sixties, we thought
smoking pot was less harmful than
cigarettes because pot smokers
generally didn’t light up as often as
tobacco smokers." he said.
"But what we know now about
the extent of the damage caused by
even relatively small doses of second-hand smoke, it’s apparent to
me that human lungs were never

DRUG
From page 1
"Never has a single person ever
died of marijuana - except at the
hands of police," Herer claims.
He’s willing to pay $10.000 to
anyone who can prove him wrong.
Hemp Initiative supporters
argue that any damage pot may
cause to the body is less than the
damage caused by tobaero, which
is legal. They say that unfair anti pot laws do more harm to lives
than the actual drug and they
would like to see marijuana regulated the same way the government regulates the wine industry.
But recent medical studies paint
a not-so-rosy picture of the longterm effects of marijuana use on
the brain, lungs and heart.
Donald Tashkin, a respiratory
specialist at the UCLA School of
Medicine, reported in the New

Forum speakers differ on war

useful residence, which was its
original use."
Evans contends that the
decision to demolish Building
DD was made in 1972. The state
declared Scheller house a temporary building around that time
and slated it for demolition.
Since the building is temporary
no maintenance funds have been
made available by the state, but
SJSU did recently acquire funds
to proceed with asbestos abatement and demolition, according
to a press release.
Hummer believes demolishing Building DD will create the
loss of an integral part of
SJSU’s heritage. "The house is
still in good shape structurally,"
Hummer said. "The house’s
presence gives the university
distinction."
The next task force meeting will
be held March 8 at Mother Olsen’s
Inn at 72 N. Fifth St. The meeting
is open to anyone interested in
hearing the issue of the house’s
future, and begins at 8:15 p.m.
The Scheller house, located on
Fifth Street and San Carlos near
UPD, was built circa 1904 by
Victor Scheller, San Jose’s
youngest district attorney and
San Jose Chamber of Commerce
president from 1901 to 1912.
A private residence for many
years, the house became a rooming house before the state
acquired it in 1959. Declared a
temporary building in 1972,
Building DD has been vacant
since the beginning of this
semester.

By Lorrie Voigt
Daily stall writer
Morris Dailey Auditorium was
host Wednesday to yet another
forum on the Persian Gulf issue,
the third in a series of discussions
concerning the gulf war this
semester.
This forum, which was sponsored by the Academic Senate,
approached the war issue from
opposite perspectives, citing views
that support and oppose America’s
participation in the gulf war.
Six instructors from various
departments spoke on a wide range
of topics including "Historical
Lessons Justifying Bush," "Divisions in the Arab World," "Gulf
War: Against U.S. Interests," and
"Bush Middle-East Policy."
Electrical Engineering instructor
Jack Kurzweil vehemently
opposed the Bush’s actions against
Saddam Hussein.
"People assumed that we could
surgically remove Iraq from
Kuwait . . . that they are simply
going to quiver and run at the sight
of Americans carrying guns,"
Kurzweil said. "One lesson we
should have learned is that colored
peoples of the world are capable of
standing up to the U.S. militarily."
On the other hand, political science instructor Roy Young defended Bush, pointing out to audience
members that it was a shared decision -making process between the
President and Congress that decided the Middle-East policy.
"The President alone does not
make policy. It’s silly to say it’s

meant to be filled with smoke of
any kind," he added.
Also, Georgetown University
School of Medicine reported in the
May issue of The American Journal of Diseases of Children, that
teenagers who frequently smoke
pot may experience short-term
memory loss for more than six
weeks after they quit smoking the
drug.
Herer calls the government’s
war against marijuana use "a witch
hunt," and claims that much of the
information about the beneficial
uses of the hemp plant has been
suppressed.
"George Washington grew it.
Rough drafts of the Constitution
were written on it. In 1942, patriotic farmers planted hemp as part
of the war program. It provided
thread for shoes, cloth for
parachutes, rope for tow lines and
countless other naval uses," he
said.

Bush’s war," Young said. He went
on to say that the U.S. should not
back down from Saddam Hussein
when the situation gets tough like it
did in Vietnam. "The other thing
you’ve got to remember is credibility. If we’re going to make a policy,
then we’ve got to stand by ii"
Two microphones were set up in
the auditorium aisles to encourage
audience participation in the
forum. Judging by punctuated
applause during the discussion, the
majority of people expressed an
anti -war tone, although several
voiced their support for the war
effort.
This is the first one to be sponsored by the Academic Senate.
"Our interests were to give students and faculty a chance to conduct some type of discussion and
express opinions on the war," said
Academic Chairman John Galm.
The two previous discussions
were organized by Faculty for
Social Responsibility, a group of
instructors from different departments who openly support peace.
The senate had originally considered endorsing the first gulf war
forum, but they declined at the last
minute because time constraints
limited any input they could have
put into the event.
According to Galm, the senate
chose to sponsor a forum so that
both sides of the war issue could
be a little more evenly represented
than previous forums may have
been. "There aren’t only two
views on the war, there are many
different views," he said.

Instructor Peter Buzanski, who
sits on the senate, said that as an
organization that speaks for the
students’ best interests, the Academic Senate has an obligation to
be as unbiased as possible.
"The forum that Faculty for
Social Responsibility held was,
relatively speaking, one-sided."
Buz.anski said, "essentially stressing the perspective that we should
not be involved in the war."
Bob Gliner, a member of Faculty for Social Responsibility and
coordinator of the previous forums
contended that a variety of views
were presented, but admits the first
discussion tended to be peace advocacy oriented.
"It was critical of the administration, that was true," Gliner said.
Part of the reason behind the
anti -war slant. explained Gliner, is
that television news basically
reports the Bush administration’s
point of view in support of the war
and mentions little about the negative aspects regarding U.S.
involvement in the Persian Gulf.
The faculty has an obligation to
educate and inform students on
angles of the Persian Gulf issue
that the Bush administration does
not voice to the general public,
Gliner said.
Rod Caborn, a linguistics graduate student, attended the forum to
make good on that obligation.
"The root of the problem in the
first place is that people aren’t
willing to listen to each other,"
Cabom said. "We’ve got to keep a
global perspective."

Vietnam immigrant
tries to commit suicide

"I’ll bet George Bush didn’t
know he was hanging on to hemp
when he bailed out of his airplane
over the Pacific," he said referring
to Bush’s parachute.
Environmental studies graduate
student Mike Rauchwerger complained that the witch hunt against
pot information still continues here
on campus. He claims that flyers
for the Friday teach-in had to be
redesigned for distribution on campus because of the "offensive "
picture of marijuana leaves on the
original flyer.
The Hemp Initiative supporters
will need to collect 500,000 signatures to put the initiative on the
state ballot in 1992. In addition to
the teach-in Friday, hemp supporters scheduled a forum for Tuesday
at 7 p.m. at the Louden Nelson
Community Center at the corner of
Center and Laurel streets in Santa
Cruz. For more information, call
(408) 245-7641.

EL MONTE (AP) - A 21 year-old Vietnamese immigrant
barred from fighting in the Persian Gulf War stabbed himself
with a Samurai sword in front of
City Hall, police said.
Khai Quoc Vo of Baldwin
Park suffered a flesh wound to
the stomach, said police, describing the incident Saturday as
an attempted suicide.
"He apparently was despondent over not being able to fight
because of his immigrant status
and not being able to join the
Army," police Lt. Mark Gibboney said.
Before Vo stabbed himself,
he planted an American flag up-

side-down and a South Vietnamese flag on the City Hall
lawn near a 60-foot replica of
the Statue of Liberty. Gibboney
said.
He also propped up several
signs, one of which said, "No
more Vietnam, support our
troops," Gibboney said.
Two police department employees saw Vo grasp the
sword’s ornamental handle and
stab himself with the 2 -foot
curved blade. Gibboney said
The employees called officers.
who found Vo lying on a sidewalk with the sword underneath
him. Gibboney said.
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Fate on hoopsters side again
with victory over Bulldogs

Don Richey Daily

5.151 softball pitcher/infielder Mitzi Zenger
applies the hunt against the alumni team Sat -

staff photographer

urday. SJSU came from behind in the 7th inning to beat the alumni team 2-1 .

By Steve Helmer
"We
We become totally consumed by ical." Morrison said.
Daily staff writer
each opponent."
knocked the ball loose. Little deThe Spartans won another wild
Freshman center Mike Brother- tails add up over 40 minutes."
one Saturday night against their ton, making his first start since
The Spartans face 12th ranked
conference rivals Fresno State, 72- Dec. I. led SJSU with 20 points. New Mexico State University on
71.
He also grabbed six rebounds and Saturday night at the Event Center
Like SJSU’s 94-92 victory over two assists.
for their last home game of the
the Bulldogs (11-13, 6-9) last
"Brotherton was sensational."
990-41 season.
month at the Event Center, in Morrison said. "His emergence in
which Spartan guard Terry Cannon the post was so significant."
Men’s Basketball
scored five points in the last four
SJSU 72
"We needed to win this game,"
seconds of play, Saturday’s contest said 6-foot -9 Brothenon. "Every
FO FT RB A TP
5 3 14
82 1
Terrell
ended somewhat the same.
game is pretty much do or die. I
1 0
4
Gardiner
Down 71-69. 1(1,159 fans at got to start and just did what I had
6 2 20
7
Brolhanon
Fresno’s Selland Arena stood on to do."
5 3 13
5
Cannon
2 4 10
2
Crump
their feet as SJSU guard Mike
Forward Charles Terrell was
0 3
3
1
Wassiwburgr
Wasserburger hit a 3-pointer at the second on the Spartans with 14
0 1
0
HIgginbollen 0
buzzer.
Monitors
apparently points, five rebounds and three as15 3
8
4
Logan
showed Wasserburger’s left foot to sists. And sophomore guards Terry
0 1
0
0
Allen
1 0
0
be inside the line when he released Cannon (13 points, five rebounds)
0
39
20
72
29
Total
the ball.
and Philip ’Sub’ Crump (1(1 points.
FGli, .439. FT%.692. 3 -point goes 5.
"I was just elated it went in," 4 assists) added to SJSU’s offen12 (Berea 1-3. Cannon 1-2, Crump 2-5.
Wasserburger 1.2).
SJSU coach Stan Morrison said. sive attack.
"You name me a coach in AmerBut Morrison was really imFresno State - 71
ica who is looking at the line. I was pressed with forward Kevin LogPG FT RB A TP
watching the ball."
5 4
5
I 2
Hooker
an’s 15 rebounds. Logan also
IS
5 13
4 4
Barnard
Wasserburger’s game winning scored eight points.
8 3 II
5 1
Larnbrechi
shot capped a 12-2 Spartan run in
"He did just a terrific job,"
0
0 0
0 0
Pearson
the final two minutes.
Morrison said of Logan.
3 3 14
Barnes
6 0
The victory kept the Spartans a
C
3
2
2
3
8
Harris.
SJSU out-rebounded Fresno
1 4
1
1
7
Harris, D
game behind eighth place Long State 39-30 in the game. The SparBsislisaagat 2 S 5 2 10
Beach State in the Big West Con- tans also shot 51.6 percent from
Totals
23 20 29 8 II
ference. And only the top eight the field in the second half (43.9
FGs,_ 451 F
840 3-pown goes 4
14 (Hooker 1-4. Bernard 0-1. amen 27.
teams advance to the Big West percent overall).
Hams 1-2)
Tournament in March.
The Bulldogs were led by Tod
34 38 72
SJSU
"This victory means a great Bernard (16 points) and Dave BarFresno 41 30 71
deal," Morrison said. "We’re nett ( I 4 points).
forced to zero in on every game.
’’Defensive plus’, %sere crit

Softball team on early season win streak Tough weekend for SJSU gymnasts
Daily mall report

The SJSU softball team won
its first two games of the season
10-0 over the Gaels on Thursda)
afternoon at St. Mary’s Field.
In the first game. freshman
Irina Walsh ( I-0) pitched a one hitter for the Spartans, who capitalized on five Gael errors. SJSU
jumped out to a four run lead in
the first inning, then added six
more over the next five.
Junior center fielder Darcy
Stapley and freshman third baseman Jackie Tawney each had
three hits for SJSU. including a
triple by Tawney. Junior short
stop Tracy Lopez had a double
and a triple and two RBI., tor the

SPARTANS 10
ST. MARY’S 0
HIGHLIGHT: SJSU
swept double header by the
same score. In the first
game Trina Walsh threw a
one-hitter and in the second
Leann Emery did even
better by tossing a nohitter.
Spanans. Tawney and Walsh
also collected two RBI’s.
One-hit wasn’t good enough
for the Spartans. so senior Leann
Emery pitched a no-hitter in the

Spartans go 1-2 during
San Diego State series

second game, handing the Gael’s
another 10-0 loss.
Emery (1-0) faced one hatter
over the limit, in her 5-inning
complete game victory.
Second baseman Roz Rios and
Stapley each had two hits for the
Spartans. Rios and senior left
fielder Janice Richncr each
knocked in two runs.
The Spartans increased their
season record to 2-0 and St.
Mary’s dropped to 1-7.
The Spartans defeated Alumni
7-1 on Sunday afternoon at
P.A.L. Stadium.
SJSU is scheduled to play the
Broncos today at 5 p.m. in Santa
Clara.

It) Shigerti Nishiwaki
Daily staff writer
It was a rocky weekend for both
the men’s and women’s gymnastics teams as they traveled to face
some tough competition.
The men’s team traveled to the
Southwest cup at Arizona State,
where it took on the host Sun Devils. UCLA. Cal State Fullerton,
UC-Santa Barbara and UC-Berkeley on Saturday night.
The Spartans were overmatched
:ind placed fifth in the team compeiii in, ahead of California.
bven though the Spartans failed
head coach Dave Juszczyk was
pleased with some of the team
perforindividual
members’

Swimmers show SJSU pride
By Jack Trageser
Daily staff writer
Although the Spartan swimmers lost their match Saturday
against Fresno State by a lopsided score of 161-50, they still
helped bring about an SJSU victory.
The men’s basketball team
was also in Fresno, and got
extra fan support from the swim
team in winning a close game.
The swimmers had enough
spirit and energy left after their
meet to play boosters for the
hoopsters.
In events Fresno competed
in, SJSU never finished higher
than third. Fresno swept the top
three spots in nine of the 13
events in which they had at least
three entrants.
One reason that the Spartans
lost, according to Head Coach
%%tune Kadlubek, is that the

meet was unusually demanding.
"Each swimmer entered five
events, in which they completed
in about one and a half hours,"
said Kadluhek. "We were tired.
Despite the one-sided loss.
Kadluhek mentioned that Maria
Bond swam well in the relay
sprints and finished the 50meter butterfly in 29.101 seconds, the top SJSU placing at
fourth.
The Spanans’ record is now
7-5, and with only one meet lett
they are assured of their first
winning season in five years
The Big West Conference Meet
is next on their schedule, and
Kadluhek only hopes for improvement on last )ear’s scores.
’Our goal is to get our best
times of the season,’’ said Kadluhek. "We also want to improve our scores from last
eat

II) Jack jrageser
an early lead, a rather substantial
Daily staff writer
one at 6-0 going into the bottom of
SJSU lost two games of a three- the fifth, hut the bullpen once
game set last weekend against San again couldn’t manage to hold it.
Diego State in non-conference acAfter starter Mike Dotson
non.
pitched the team into the sixth inThe Spartans won the first game ning. the bullpen took over with a
of the series 6-3 on Friday night. 6-1 lead. Paul Anderson, Mike
then lost on Saturday and Sunday. Bausch, Anthony Chavez and Jondropping their record to 4-5 on the athan Lavine then combined to
year. SJSU wrapped up the road give up seven runs on six hits and
trip Monday Is) playing one game three walks in just two and one
against San Diego University, but third innings. Chavez, who gave
results of that game were unavail- up three earned runs in the Aztecs’
able at press time.
six -run seventh, got shackled with
The Spartans had to come from the loss, his first decision of the
behind to win in the opener. which season.
turned out to save them from a
Jorge Mora went 2 for 4. scoring
sweep. They trailed 3-0 before three runs and driving in two in the
scoring four runs in the top of the losing cause. Catcher Mikc Kosfifth inning. Steve Anderson hit a tainsek also had two runs-hattedsolo home run and Matt Nue, in. both coming when be singled in
blasted a two-run shot to give the second inning
SJSU a lead which it never relinquished. Anderson went 2 for 4.
scoring two and driving in one
with his first homer ot the season.
Chris Martin (2-1) pitched seven
strong innings and picked -up the
victory, giving up three earned
runs and scattering seven hits. Anthony Chavez. the !Cam’s bullpen
stopper, held the Aztecs 14-6-1)
hitless for the last two innings and
"An unchallenging
Al Woodward-Clyde
picked up his first save of the seaYOU can find
8-to-5 job ? I
son. San Diego State scored all
vanety diversity.
three of its runs in the second incouldn’t do that."
ning.
challenge More
I carne to
In Saturday’s game. the Sparimportantly. they
Woodward-Clyde
to
tans had the lead hut lost it, allowencourage it they
work on a diversity
ing three runs in the fifth inning.
make it worth it I
Pitcher Mark Ringkamp (2-1 ) gave
of water resource
can’t imagine working
up four runs and six hits in five inprowls - water quality
nings, and struck out only one. Alany other way
hydrology, fisheries though the Aztecs’ runs in the fifth
Err Strecker
I
haven’t
been
were not earned, Ringkamp still
Sffuor Protect Snentst
di9appointed yet.
gave them up on his own. He
threw a hunted ball wildly into
Diversity in a career,
Woodward-Clyde
centerfield. setting up a sacrifice
at lecst to me, is crucial
Is People!
fly and two-run double that scored
the games eventual winning runs.
Third baseman Craig Jacobs led
the Spartans’ offensive effort Saturday night. going 2 for 4 and
Consulting Engineers Geologies F nyironmente Sclenit."
scoring twice.
We will be on campus March 1, 1991
The Spartans lost Sunday’s
Please see your career services office to arrange an interview
game in much the same fashion as
they did the day before. SJSU had

DIVERSITY, VARIETY,
CHALLENGE

Woodward-Clyde

mances.
"Both Andy (Tate) and Troy
Stende did really well on rings."
he said.
Tate and Stende scored an identical 9.35 in the event.
Junior Chris Swircek was the
most consistent Spartan, scoring a
team-high 54.65 in the all-around
competition.

’We were pretty
much pleased with our
performance. We knew
we’d won the meet.’
Wayne Wright
assistant women’s
gymnastic coach

"I think Chris Swircek was
really consistent, he’s been very
consistent all year long," Juszczyk Hawkins due to an illness played a
major factor. Wright said.
said.
Freshman Staci Wicklund won
"Nothing shakes Chris up. he the uneven bars with a 9.6, and
what
no
matter
well
very
competes
placed third on the floor exercise
the setting."
with a career-best 9.5. followed
Meanwhile, the women’s team closely by teammate Cheryl Sanwo
traveled to UC-Davis on Sunday with a 9.45. which was also a canight and came a rotation away reer-hest.
from its first victory of the season.
Wicklund placed second in the
The Spartans (0-6) led UC- all-around competition with a
Davis going into the last rotation 36.90, another career hest, and the
by a margin of 3.5. But a strong 14th best in Spartan history.
perfomiance by Davis on the floor,
The other Spartan victory came
along with a mediocre perfor- from sophomore Jodi Solod, who
mance by the Spartans. turned the captured the vault event with a
final results around
9. I 5.
"We didn’t do as well as we
"We were pretty much pleased
could have liked on beam," said with our performance." Wright
assistant coach Wayne Wright.
said. "We knew we’d won the
The absence
senior Nil: 1; meet .

Help Us Restore
The Planet!
Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories, a
leading DOE National Laboratory specializing in Environmental Research and Waste
Technology will recruit at.

San Jose State University
on February 25
for all BS/MS ChemE/ME Disciplines
All positions are for Research Scientists and
Engineers and are located in Richland,
Washington, in state-of-the-art research
facilities. We offer competitive salaries, excellent benefits, and outstanding quality of
life. Interested students should sign-up for
our interviewing schedules in the Career
Planning and Placement Center.

4"lk

Battelle

...Putting Technology To Work

